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Sportster
Shorty Black
Slashcut Black

Fat Boy
V-Strike Satin Chrome
Shorty Satin Chrome
Big Shot Chrome

Road Glide
Touring Chrome
Big Shot Chrome

Fat Bob
Fat Bomb Satin Chrome
Streetfighter Black

Breakout
Shorty Black
Tapered Chrome

the exhaust for
hARLEY-DAVIDSON

®

This is it. Power, performance and design all
come together in The Exhaust for Harley-Davidson®.
The

definitive

American

motorcycle

brand

and

Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust are becoming an
inseparable combination. With good reason.
What all Harley-Davidson® riders have in common
regardless of their age, gender or ethnicity is
they

are

all

freedom-loving,

adventure-seeking

individuals… who love esthetics and performance.
Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust gives you exactly that
and completes your ultimate riding experience.
Grab the attention of everybody in the street with Dr.
Jekill and Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust. With a perfect fit,
performance and attitude it completes your HarleyDavidson® motorcycle.

Sportster
Shorty Black
Streetfigher Aluminium

ELECTRONICALLY ADJUSTABLE

DR. Jekill & mr. Hyde
THE EXHAUST
The Jekill and Hyde Company gives motorcyclists the ultimate riding
experience with The Exhaust: an electronically adjustable exhaust system which
makes it possible to choose between three different performance modes on
the fly. An exhaust second to none in regards to performance, esthetics and
power.
Three performance modes
Our exhaust systems embody three distinct personalities: the Dr. Jekill mode,
the Dynamic mode and the Mr. Hyde mode. By a simple push of a button a valve
inside the muffler closes, opens, or opens halfway, giving your exhaust more
power and performance.
100% street legal
Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust is a completely street legal system and
complies with European legislation and laws, as well as being EC/ECE/EG/ABE/
EEC/EU/ECE/EGBE and TÜV tested. Our software is programmed to intervene
subtly and almost imperceptibly when the parameters set by the legislation are
reached. This ensures that you are 100% legal in all riding modes.
State of the art
With state of the art technology, perfectly crafted by the best engineers in
town, we’ve managed to create a tailor-made exhaust for a huge variety of
motorbikes. We care deeply about the environment, so all of our exhaust
systems are built to achieve air quality standards.
Configure your own exhaust
Sport Glide
The One Chrome
Big Shot Chrome

Customize your own Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust. Pick your brand, model,
body colour, end cap and electronics, and make it yours. Let’s build something
beautiful at configurator.jekillandhyde.com.

three modes


push the button
Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust is a smart exhaust system
that gives you the ultimate riding experience. Our electronically
adjustable system allows riders to control the exhaust with the
push of a button mounted on the handlebar. You can choose
per situation whether you want to ride in the Dr. Jekill mode,
Dynamic mode or Mr. Hyde mode. Thanks to our intelligent
software, the valve is always correctly positioned, making sure
that you are 100% legal in all modes.

Choose who you want to be.

The three performance Modes
Dr. Jekill Mode. The Valve is closed. The Dr. Jekill
push 1x for Dr. Jekill Mode

mode is designed to blend in with your environment and
become one with your surroundings. Perfect for long
journeys and travelling through crowded areas.

push 2x for Dynamic Mode

Dynamic Mode. The valve is half-way opened. The
mode in between Dr. Jekill and Mr. Hyde.
Mr. Hyde Mode. The valve is open. When your
surroundings allow it, you can unleash Mr. Hyde and give your

push 1x for Mr. Hyde Mode

bike maximum performance. Feel the power of your bike and
set free your inner beast. Experience a sensation that no stock
exhaust can offer you.

100% Legal

Fat Boy
V-Strike Satin Chrome
Shorty Satin Chrome
Big Shot Chrome

100%

STREET LEGAL
Our products have a EU type approval and are thus 100% street legal. Our software is programmed
to intervene subtly and almost imperceptibly when the parameters set by the legislation are reached. This

TESTING 1, 2, 3

EURO 4
To be 100% legal an exhaust system must meet the set requirements regarding emission,
performance and sound.

ensures that you are 100% legal in all riding modes.
Emission
Our products are a result of German engineering and Dutch craftsmanship. We care deeply about the environment,

All new developed Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust systems are fully compliant with the current EURO norm.

so all of our exhaust systems are built to achieve air quality standards.
Performance
Our engineers make sure that a Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust system is 100% legal. They have created the

The Exhaust offers the best performance and power for your motorcycle. This means that when the valve is

Smartbox; the electronic control unit in our exhaust systems has the ability to read canbus signals coming from

opened an increase in performance is realized. You feel no loss in performance when the valve closes. This ensures

the motorcycle’s ECU. The Smartbox makes sure you will not end up on the wrong side of the law, no matter what

a smooth riding experience, regardless of the mode you ride in.

mode you select.
Sound quality
But do not just take our word for it, ask the proper authorities. Before we introduce a new exhaust system it gets

Our engineers have crafted a tailor-made sound for every bike that on the one hand gives riders the ultimate riding

thoroughly tested by them and only when they approve it, a Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust system becomes

experience, but on the other hand is not a nuisance to others. The increase in power is accompanied with a deep

available for your bike.

bass sound without any treble or mid tones.

HOW it works

Modeswitch

When riding with Dr. Jekill &
Mr. Hyde you feel the raw power of
your bike and still have a carefree ride
since you always remain within the
limits of the law. The Exhaust consists

Push it to control your exhaust system
Smartbox/Blackbox/Control unit

and choose your riding mode. Looks

Intelligent software unit that

and function may vary per country.

controls the servomotors.

of several (electronic) parts that all
contribute to the ultimate riding
experience.

The Exhaust
Reacting to the servomotors our
patented

valve

system

will

be

positioned in the required mode.

Servomotors
These will react to the signal of the
Smartbox and position the valve in


Fat Bob
Fat Bomb Black
Slashcut Bronze

the required mode.

a look inside


When a Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust is developed for a bike it is not just a matter of
putting a muffler on and it is ready to go; our engineers have developed the perfect exhaust
for your motorcycle. With computer simulations and the building of prototypes, they create a
sound that is tailor-made for each and every bike. With all these factors coming together in our
product; the Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde system has made quite a journey from the drawing board.
Take a look at the cross section of The Exhaust below to see what it looks like inside, the different
parts it contains and the materials which are used.

Secondary exhaust chamber.

Primary exhaust chamber | Unique damping system
filters out mid and high frequencies.

Stainless steel.

Catalytic converter.
Double layered body to prevent discoloring
and keeps temperatures down.

*

Leak free connection.

Exchangeable end caps
with a variety of designs.
Cross section may differ per exhaust type.

*

Patented valve system to tune
your performance on the fly.

Patented packing made of single strand fibers.
No repacking necessary and covered with a heat resistant layer.

configure yours


company website
The Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde website is fully
developed and designed with the rider in
mind. Pick a motorcycle brand of choice
and start your personal route to the perfect
Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust.
And while you’re at it, get inspired by our
blogs and road stories or check out the
coolest pictures and videos to boost your
own creativity.

jekillandhyde.com



Exhaust configurator
Customize your own Exhaust for HarleyDavidson® in our Exhaust Configurator: your
perfect exhaust is only a few clicks away.
Pick your body colour, end caps and
electronics and make it yours. Let’s build
something beautiful.


Shorty Black
Slashcut Black

configurator.jekillandhyde.com

your choice

accessories




end caps
Colours
chrome

*

Headers

Bodies
The one 1,2

Fatbob 1,2

Big Shot 1,2,6

Shorty 1,2,3

V-Rod 1,2

Streetfighter 2,5,6

Jekill BomB 1,2

Super Shorty 1,2

Tapered 1,2

MODEswitches

Extra's

Clutch 1,2

extenders 1,2

classic 2

fishtail adapters

1
black

2
satin

v-strike 1,2,3
even

old style 1,2

3
polished rvs

4
aluminium

5

Touring 1,2

Vintage 1,4

NRS 1,2

v-strike 1,2
uneven

bronze

6

Fatbomb 1,2,3

Muscle 2,3

thunderbolt 2

SlashCut 1,2,6

*numbers indicate available colour options.

Tailor-made
EXhaust systems
As a rider you want to have an exhaust that

Configure the exhaust that suits your motorcycle at configurator.jekillandhyde.com.

bodies

End Caps

Header Sets

Modeswitch

Extra's

In the scheme above, you can see

Give your exhaust the final touch with

We offer several header sets to complete

Depending on your motorcycle, you have

For several models we offer optional

an overview of our bodies and the

a set of Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde end caps.

the look of your bike. See page 21 for

the choice between the Classic or Clutch

extenders. These extenders add another

colours in which they are available. To

Let it fit in with the design or let it

further information about the available

Modeswitch, where the latter integrates

65mm to your entire exhaust.

stand out, it’s your choice.

headers.

into the line of your original clutch clamp.

suits the look of your bike and also complies with

see which body is available for your

your personal taste. We offer a wide array of exhaust

motorcycle, we invite you to check out

You can also add a special fishtail adapter

systems tailor-made for various Harley-Davidson®

our online configurator.

which enables you to mount an original

models.

Harley-Davidson® fishtail end cap to your
Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust.

Accessories

Fat Boy
V-Strike Satin Chrome
Shorty Satin Chrome
Big Shot Chrome

Slashcut Chrome

Different look?
Change your end caps
Every now and then it’s time for a different look. Therefore we give you

striving for perfection?
Change your headers
To add that extra special look to your bike, we offer various header sets to complete your motorcycle.

the choice between different sets of end caps. When you decide it’s time for a
new look, contact your dealer and change your end caps. It completely changes

V-Strike

Old Style

Thunderbolt

the appearance of your exhaust and motorcycle. For inspiration visit our social

Our most popular header set. The V-Strike

You prefer it old school? Why not equip your

A very distinct bike like the Night Rod

pages.

offers you a better ground clearance, a

bike with an Old Style header combined

deserves a perfectly designed header set

compact look with a visible rear wheel and

with Jekill Bomb bodies. Perfect for the

like the NRS Thunderbolt. Curvy and still

an even better sound.

rider that likes a vintage look combined with

aggressive, the NRS Thunderbolt is the

modern technology.

perfect finish for your Night Rod.

For more info about all available end caps visit jekillandhyde.com/en/accessories.

Please check out our Exhaust Configurator at configurator.jekillandhyde.com to find out if our headers fit your motorcycle.

the benefits


				

Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde
The Exhaust
The Jekill and Hyde Company gives motorcyclists
the ultimate riding experience with The Exhaust: an
electronically adjustable exhaust system which makes it
possible to choose between three different performance
modes on the fly.
The benefits of The Exhaust are:
•

Three 100% street legal personalities. All our 		
products have full European type approval and are
EC/ECE/EG/ABE/EEC/EU/ECE/EGBE and TÜV tested.

•

German engineering and Dutch craftsmanship.

•

100% power and performance.

•

100% legal emission.

•

Two years warranty
(with the possibility to extend it to four years).

•

High quality product, made with the finest materials
acquired from European suppliers.		

Road Glide Special 114
Touring Black
Big Shot Black

All Models

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® and DR. JEKILL & MR. HYDE | THE EXHAUST
THE PERFECT FIT
At The Jekill and Hyde Company we try to create the widest possible range of exhaust systems for the
Harley-Davidson® rider. That is why we offer systems for almost every Harley-Davidson® family and have systems
available for models that go back as far as 1984. On the next page you can see a schedule with the available
families and for which years our systems are available.
Check out our configurator at configurator.jekillandhyde.com see all our available options for Harley-Davidson®
models.

Touring Chrome
Big Shot Chrome

•

Touring		

1984 - now

•

Softail		

1984 - now

•

Dyna		

1984 - 2017

•

Sportster		

2004 - now

•

VRSC		

2001 - 2017

•

CVO		

2000 - now

•

Trike		

2014 - now

fun


You are Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde
share #myjekillandhyde

#choosewhoyouwanttobe #drjekillandmrhyde #theexhaust

Your local dealer

www.jekillandhyde.com

